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Reviewer's report:

I think this is a very nicely written contribution to an important ongoing debate about the public interest criterion for waiving consent to secondary use of data/samples in biomedical research. So, it's clearly motivated, well researched, and makes sensible and judicious suggestions about the public interest criterion. I had a few minor cosmetic points.

1) The title: (a) I think the main direct aim of the paper is to clarify, not 'better justify', the public interest criterion (see Abstract: 'This paper clarifies ...'). (b) I didn't really understand the phrase, 'A socio-ethical approach', and couldn't see much evidence of this in the paper. So, I suggest something along the lines of 'An analysis of the public interest criterion for waiving consent in human health research'.

2) Headings: (a) I didn't like the metaphor, 'Setting the bar' (p.9); why not something clearer, such as, 'Determining that the public interest criterion has been met'? (b) 'Periodic review' (p.18) seemed to me to be a sub-subheading, not a subheading.

3) Is footnote 3 at odds with l.127-8? The footnote recommends interpreting 'greater' as 'magnitude' not 'scope', but l.127-8 seems to allow either interpretation.

4) Are l.135ff. and l.173 at odds? In the discussion about how to interpret 'groups of concern' (l.135ff.), 'society or humanity' are rejected; but l.173 mentions 'national impact', which sounds like 'society' again.

5) l.415: typo (should be '/samples' (plural)).

To be clear, all these are merely suggestions, nothing more substantive (I think any substantive responses are best made in the literature to which this paper contributes).
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